TO QUALITY

A COMMITMENT

L E E & P L U M P TO N

Lee & Plumpton is established as one of the UK’s leading designers and
manufacturers of contemporary, stylish office and contract furniture.
Working with an ever growing nationwide network of approved dealer partners,
Lee & Plumpton has an enviable reputation for its extensive portfolio of quality
products which combine aesthetics, robust manufacturing and practicality. Driven
by the evolving needs and requirements within office, education, healthcare and
hospitality environments, the Company recognises the importance of continuous
improvement in order to maintain and enhance its market position.
We are proud of our internationally recognised certifications together with our
industry memberships that provide independent endorsements of our commitments
and competency.

OUR
HERITAGE
We are proud that we remain a family owned and operated manufacturer of
business furniture for modern interiors.
Originally established back in 1974 by Arthur Lee and Vernon Plumpton, the
Company continues under the stewardship of the combined families. The
current managing director, Andrew Lee, drives the business forward with a
determined commitment to our core values - Integrity, Commitment, Development,
Accountability, and Teamwork.
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OUR SKILLS
& INFRASTRUCTURE
Based at our 200,000 square foot purpose built, manufacturing facility in East
Anglia, we are proud of our infrastructure and capabilities. Our extensive inhouse
expertise allows us to control and manage every step of the process – supported
by our appointed supply partner, dealer network.
Product design and development is undertaken by our inhouse team with a brief
to create a portfolio of quality products which combine aesthetics and practicality
to offer Best Value solutions.
Efficient and reliable delivery is supported by the inhouse logistics fleet together
with a stock holding of an estimated 50,000 items including raw materials and
finished goods.
The Customer Service Team provides a dedicated point of contact to monitor
orders, manage queries and requests as well as after-sales support.
Our comprehensive skill sets and proficiencies are integral to the business and the
commitments we make.
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THOROUGHLY
BRITISH
We are proud of our pedigree as a British manufacturer – and our role in driving
growth in UK furniture manufacturing.
Our capabilities are supported by a robust, predominantly British supply chain.
Wherever possible we seek to appoint UK suppliers recognising the benefits in
terms of relationship management, auditing, flexibility and reliability.
As members of the British Contract Furnishing Association (BCFA), we have been
independently audited to ensure we meet the Association’s required standards of
professionalism and demonstrated our commitment to provide the market with
the highest levels of service.
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OUR
RESPONSIBILITIES
Continuous investment in facilities and training, coupled
with a dedicated workforce and strong supplier
relationships, ensures the quality, consistency and
reliability our customers expect. The management and
measurement of our internal processes and procedures
drives our quest for development improvement and,
therefore, ongoing customer satisfaction.

FSC
We hold Chain of Custody certification with the Forest Stewardship
Council. This confirms the unbroken path that certified products take
from the well managed forests of origin to the consumer.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
We work to an ISO 14001 certificated Environmental Management
System and are committed to continually improving the ways in which
we can minimise our impact and protect the environment.
Our efforts embrace all areas of our business including reductions in
carbon emissions through to minimising waste, recycling initiatives,
transportation, investment in solar power and procurement practices.
Sustainability and circularity principles are embedded within our
product design and development methods.

FIRA
Our membership of the Furniture Industry Research Association
ensures we embrace all relevant quality and safety standards. We are
also able to contribute to the development and future of our industry.
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OUR PRODUCT
PORTFOLIO
Our inhouse design team aims to create a portfolio of furniture solutions which
meets varying needs and requirements including functionality, aesthetic style
and price point.
Quality and robust manufacture are key attributes which ensure each product
is able to withstand the rigours of working life.
“Not being dedicated to any one manufacturer, we are able to compare
similar types of desking across the market. We recommended DominoBeam
as it met the technical requirements and was, by far, the most cost effective.”
- Interiors division, IT & support specialist
“As always, working with Lee & Plumpton to deliver a client focused solution
was superb. From creation of options in production, through to the delivery
to site L&P enabled our team to provide the highest quality solution.”
- Specialist workplace interiors company
“It’s great to work with a British manufacturer who can not only provide a
range of quality products but also offer the Day 2 support and continuity
of supply to reflect our goals.”
- Specialist commercial property fit-out company
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DESKING
Choice and style to match your requirements
Developed by our inhouse design team, our portfolio of standalone and bench
desking has been created to match particular needs and requirements – including
functionality, style and price point.
The selection includes modular, system solutions for open plan spaces to stylish,
standalone workstations with a choice of leg detail, shapes and configurations.
Integrated or optional cable management, power and data solutions, storage
and desk mounted screens can be specified to create practical workspaces.
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COLLABORATION
& BREAKOUT
Creating communication spaces
Teamwork in the office plays an important role in productivity, creativity, and a
sense of belonging. We offer a wide range of options to facilitate collaboration
spaces that harmonise with the interior design scheme.
Whether it’s a casual meeting, hybrid working or formal board rooms, our choice
of furniture – with different finishes and styles - can facilitate effective spaces and
coordinate with the overall interior layout. Our mobile options provide additional
versatility for easy reconfigurations.

Furniture for work, rest and play!
We offer a choice of furniture solutions to create multi-purpose areas away from
the more structured working environment. Breakout areas are ideal for people to
relax, socialise, enjoy a snack as well as informal meetings. Well-designed spaces
can help improve wellbeing, productivity and morale.
Combining different height tables and seating creates a more informal space
whilst maintaining practical features and functionality. The application of different
colour options and design further enhances the visual appeal.
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SEATING
Task, meeting, occasional and soft seating solutions
Our seating portfolio provides for the multi-varied requirements in the workplace.
Ergonomically designed task chairs include upholstered and mesh seating with a choice
of adjustment mechanisms. The swivel saddle stool or ‘rocking base’ version are perfect
for good posture and ‘sit/stand’ working.
Occasional chairs in a variety of colours, styles and materials complement meeting
spaces and reception areas. The soft seating collection includes modular and standalone options together with ‘quiet space’ and media booths.
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STORAGE &
ACCESSORIES
Efficient, safe and secure storage solutions
The growth of hybrid, flexible and multi-site working has raised the importance
of functional, efficient and versatile storage solutions. Freestanding units can
be sited against walls or used to divide space within open plan areas as well
as ensuring a tidy, clutter-free environment.
Personal storage options together with lockers, available with a choice of locking
mechanisms, ensure that staff can be confident that their belongings can be
kept in a safe, and secure place.

Enhancing your workplace environment
Our furniture collection includes a wide selection of accessories from screens,
electrics and monitor arms to handle design options, planters or recycling units.
The goal is to offer practical solutions to maximize personal efficiency and
wellbeing as well as enhance the overall workplace environment.
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SPECIALIST
ENVIRONMENTS
Solutions for learning, training & healthcare spaces
Our design expertise has been applied to develop a range of solutions for specific
market requirements. Schools, colleges and training providers need highly practical,
robust and attractive furniture options. These criteria are equally applicable in healthcare
settings too.
Many environments are changing and the need to create highly adaptable, multi-varied,
and versatile spaces has never been greater.
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BESPOKE
DESIGN
Matching your needs and budget
The specialist Bespoke department – with its own production facilities
and dedicated team - can design and manufacture products from original
‘sketches’ or develop existing range items to customised specifications.
A dedicated account manager, together with a member of the Bespoke team,
will work with you to develop a solution to match your requirement and budget.
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